Protest Form

Protest Time Limit

A submission from the Royal Netherlands Yachting Union

Proposal

Add “Protest time limit” in the header on the first page:

Received by race office: Number………Date and time ……Signature ……Protest time limit ……….

Delete “Protest time limit” on the second page:

THIS SIDE FOR PROTEST COMMITTEE USE Number ……. Heard together with numbers …………. 

Fill in and tick as appropriate

Withdrawal requested ☐ Signature…………………………………… Withdrawal permitted ☐
Class……………… Fleet……… Race…………… Protest time limit……………………

Current Position

As above.

Reason

Information about the protest time limit usually comes from the race committee and should be logged before the form goes to a jury panel.

It is becoming more and more common for competitors to receive only the front page of a protest form, while the back is available only to the jury panels.

It is a better service to competitors who only receive the front page when the protest time limit is visible on the front page.